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1/4/11

Mr. Chris Holt, Federal Program Officer
Broadband Technology Opportunities Program
National Telecommunications and Information Administration
Department of Commerce
1401 Constitution Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20230

Dear Chris,

This memo is to certify that OnWav has analyzed the two Census Blocks below, which are subject to
an overlap conflict with a BIP award winner, and determined that the de-scoping of these blocks from
the OnWav project will result in no material impact.

Census Blocks to be de-scoped:
• 471379851003000
• 471379851003015

Figure 1: Map of Census Blocks in question (yellow and orange):
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In Figure 1, the yellow census block (471379851003000) is not an intended part of the service area, as
it is predominantly outside of the city limits. The smaller orange census block (471379851003015) is
within the city boundary, but its removal will have a negligible impact on the project.

The Byrdstown tower site is planned to be just south of the town, meaning that these two blocks were
on the peripheral of the network as it was designed, and thus a simple antenna down-tilt change will
exclude them entirely from the covered service area without the further addition or change of any
equipment to the network. As a result, neither the network design nor the budget will need to be
altered.

Additionally, OnWav has confirmed that there are no community anchor institutions (CAls) in these
census blocks, nor do they include any planned connections or customers. As a result, none of the
expected customers, customer projections, or CAI counts/timelines are affected.

As a result of this analysis, we are confident that the removal of these two census blocks results a
negligible change to the project and that no additional changes or updates to OnWav's application or
project scope are required beyond the removal of these two census blocks.

Additionally, the following conditions from the Recipient Handbook will also be met:
• The de-scoping of these census blocks will address the BTOP requirement not to award funds

which overlap with prior BIP/BTOP awards
• The de-scoping of these census blocks is taking place prior to the completion of the

Environmental Assessment (EA)
• Because these changes occur prior to the completion of the Environmental Assessment (EA),

no addendum will be required to the EA.
• The de-scoping will not result in an addition or increase in the size of the PFSA.

Sincerely,

~rw~
Michael Powell
President


